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RECON® R/T  tactical scope

The Recon® R/T is the first truly compact, full-featured spotting scope developed especially for field surveillance and range 
estimating for forward positioned personnel. Quick handling and light-weight design features brilliant optical 
performance using our premium XD glass and XR lens coatings. The unique modular design with Picatinny rails permits an 
almost unlimited number of accessories. The versatile attachment clip can secure the Recon to any belt or strap for rapid 
deployment. The R/T ranging reticle using mrad-based subtensions also includes secondary quick ranging system based on a
human silhouette. The Recon R/T is a unique, advanced tactical piece of equipment that is unlike any other in the field.

XR Fully multi-coated optics.

Phase-corrected 
roof prisms.

Waterproof, fogproof, shock-
proof and argon gas purged.

Lightweight, rubber-armored
design features a hand strap
and 3-position carry clip.

Flared rubber eyecup.

Tripod adaptable.
Comes with ultra-compact
field tripod and Uni-Daptor.

Picatinny rail for quick
attachment of accessories.

Flip-up objective lens cover.

Rain/dust hood.

Optional 2x doubler available.

key features

ultra-compact field tripod >
The Recon comes with an ultra-compact field tripod which may be

used to steady the scope while observing or ranging small objects.

For added height and a quick-release option, attach the Recon to the

tripod with the quick-release Uni-Daptor.

< 3-POSITION CARRY CLIP
The versatile, multi-position carrying clip allows 

quick attachment of the Recon scope to belts 

or equipment straps.

< 2x doubler
When the total weight of your gear is critical, keep your options open for long-distance viewing with the help of this
lightweight, pocket-sized piece.With the optional Vortex Doubler you can increase the magnification of your Recon.

RECON R/T T A C T I C A L  s c o p e s

MAGNIFICATION x EYE RELIEF CLOSE FOCUS FIELD OF VIEW SCOPE SCOPE
OBJECTIVE LENS ADJUSTMENT DISTANCE AT 1000 YARDS WEIGHT LENGTH

* 15 x 50 16 mm 12.0' 215' 15.2 oz 7.0"
* 10 x 50 19.5 mm 12.0' 280' 15.2 oz 7.0"

* New Model for 2010

Recon is not only waterproof/shockproof but
features argon gas purging to prevent 
corrosion and extend the life of the scope.

Compact field tripod.
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picatinny rail
Using a unique modular design with Picatinny

rails, the Recon R/T scope permits almost 

unlimited options in accessory attachment.

Any accessory using the standard Picatinny rail

clamp will attach on either side of the Recon.

flared
rubber eyecup

Recon R/T features a flared 
rubber eyecup that rotates for
a custom fit.The flared shape
assists in blocking stray light
for better image resolution.

ArmorTek™ is an ultra-hard,

scratch-resistant lens armor, chemically

bonded on the outer glass surfaces.

ArmorTek’s unique stain-proof topcoat 

features a slippery surface that actually 

repels the oil and corrosive salts from 

fingerprints. Dust, dirt and smudges are 

easily wiped away without fear of scratching

the optical glass beneath.

XR COATINGS

XR coatings deliver incredible image

detail with extremely high resolution and

light transmission. Fully multi-coated

lens coatings eliminate annoying, image-

degrading reflections and offer extra-

ordinary brightness for a lifetime of

trouble-free lens protection.

XD OBJECTIVE 
LENS ELEMENTS

XD (Extra-low Dispersion) glass

objective lens elements made of extra-

low dispersion glass enhance image

resolution and are carefully selected

and precision crafted to exacting 

standards for true-to-life images of

startling clarity and color accuracy.

PRECISION OPTICS FOR SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE .

VORTEX RANGING R/T RETICLE

Ranging reticle for the Recon scopes using mrad based subtensions. 
These angular measurements allow a user to calculate ranges when 
comparing the reticle to objects of known dimension. Also includes 
silhouettes for quick ranging. Patent pending

Quick ranging silhouettes.
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